
DRUNKS & THIEVES 2024  PART 3

May 7, 2024

DRUNK 57-YEAR-OLD FROM MINNESOTA CRASHES HIS RENTAL CAR ON I-64 
TRYING TO GET BACK TO HIS HOTEL.  Adam Johnson 57, from Belle Plaine, MN 
(south of Minneapolis) was in St. Louis on Thursday January 27, 2022 staying at a hotel 
in the Chesterfield Valley and driving a 2021 Ford Explorer rented from Hertz at the St. 
Louis Airport.

He had been drinking with friends in O’Fallon, MO leaving to return to his hotel around 
midnight. He was missing his exit and swerved trying to exit at Boone’s Crossing, but 
drove off the road instead, hitting a MoDot sign.

Chesterfield Officers Shelby Trivette, Ashley Saffa and Kyle Tyndell were dispatched to 
the wreck and further advised a motorist had been reported by a number of callers 
driving a similar vehicle weaving just prior to the crash.
 

   
Trivette                             Saffa              Tyndell

On arrival the driver, Johnson, was standing outside the vehicle.  The Ford SUV was 
undrivable due to damage.  It quickly became clear the Johnson was drunk.  When 
asked when he stopped drinking, he said 30 minutes earlier or slightly before midnight.  
He would later change that to 10 o’clock or 2+ hours before the crash.  This is from 
Officer Trivette’s DWI report.
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Johnson’s balance was so poor that no field sobriety tests were given.  He was arrested 
and the Hertz Ford was towed away. 
At the scene he said he had four or five drinks.  At the police station he claimed it was 
three Crown Royals.  He agreed to take a Breath Test that showed his statement about 
how much he had to drink was more accurate at the crash scene as his BAC level 
was .214%.

After blowing a .214% BAC, in his interview he stated he did not consider himself 
intoxicated. He also thought the time was 10:30pm.  It was 2am.
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OUTCOME:  On September 19, 2022 Johnson appeared in Chesterfield Court with a 
defense attorney from St. Charles.  He pled guilty to DWI and was given a 2-year SIS 
(no fine, no points, no permanent record) probation term.  He also pled guilty to 
Careless Driving regarding the crash and was fined $366. 

ST. CHARLES MAN ARRESTED FOR STEALING $380 OF PLAYING CARDS AND 
$17 WORTH OF MENS’ SHORTS PLUS A DESK LAMP:  Playing cards are apparently 
a big item for thieves shoplifting in stores.  On Friday August 12, 2022 at 3:55pm 
Chesterfield Police Officer Jason Bromwich of the Special Enforcement received a cell 
call from Walmart security that a shoplifting suspect was currently placing items in a 
box.  The items included

  
  
The suspect went to the self-checkout and paid for two boxes of lamps.  The third had 
the stolen cards, the shorts and a lamp.  Officer Bromwich was waiting for him out the 
store and arrested Cameron D. Jackson 26 of St. Charles.
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 Cameron Devon Jackson

08/15/22   Stealing                                                                   Chesterfield PD
12/23/19   Moving Vio reduced to Parking Vio $163 fine         MO Hwy Patrol
07/30/16   Speeding 11-15 over limit  $166 fine                       St. Ann PD

OUTCOME:  On April 4, 2023 Jackson Pled Guilty to stealing and was placed on a 2-
year SIS (no fine, no-permanent record) probation term.

 
DRUNK DRIVER 3X OVER THE LIMIT THOUGHT SHE WAS IN ARNOLD AND 
CLAIMED TO HAVE LEFT CAPE GIRARDEAU.  On Saturday August 27, 2022 at 
8:12pm Chesterfield Police officer Sgt. John Bodi was at the stop light South Outer 
Forty and Timberlake Parkway.  When his light turned green he saw the Honda Civic on 
Timberlake that wasn’t going to stop for the red light.  The driver of the Civic ended up 
stopping in the middle of the intersection.  Officer Bodi Pulled behind the Civic and 
called for an assist car.  Officer Greg Rupp responded and got stuck with the arrest and 
report.
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Sgt. Bodi                         Officer Rupp

When officers approached the car in the middle of the intersection the driver, Leslie 
Ann Job appeared to be asleep with her head down on her chest. After Sgt. Bodi 
knocked on the passenger window, Job lowered it and Sgt. Bodi reached in turning the 
engine off and taking the keys. 

Job, from rural Scott City, stated that he had been with friends in Arnold and was going 
to her brothers in Wentzville inferring that his house was close by. Job claimed earlier 
that she had just left Cape Girardeau in far southern Missouri and now claimed she just 
left Arnold and thought she was still in Arnold.  

Officer Rupp had Job get out of her car and walked to the shoulder.  She almost fell 
twice having to balance herself against the car.  Once officers got her safely to the 
shoulder, Sgt. Bodi drove her Civic out of the intersection to the shoulder. An open bottle 
of Captain Morgan’s Rum was found on the floor of the car by Sgt. Bodi.

Job was so intoxicated that officers stopped giving her field sobriety tests after she 
failed to understand the instructions and continued to lose her balance.  She was 
arrested for DWI, Disobeying a Red Light and Open Bottle of Alcohol.      

This is from Officer Rupp’s report:
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At the police station Job agreed to take a breath test.  An hour after being arrest Job 
took the breath test that revealed her blood alcohol level was more than 3-times the 
legal limit at .267% BAC.

   
Leslie Ann Job                                                                   Job’s eyes

OUTCOME:  Job had no prior arrests or citations.  She appeared in Chesterfield Court 
on February 7, 2023 with an attorney and pled guilty to DWI and the Open Container. 
 She was placed on a 2-year SIS (no points, no fine, no permanent record) probation. 
She was fined $191 for running the red light. 

TRIO FROM ST. LOUIS COME TO CHESTERFILED WALMART TO STEAL, BUT 
GOT CAUGHT:  On Friday September 22, 2022 Wal Mart Security saw three females 
enter the store and then watched on video while two stole $48.89 worth of household 
cooking goods and $54.57 worth of food. 

Officer James Dammrich, Officer Fenton and Officer Matthew Niemeier arrived to have 
a security officer point out a woman pushing a cart with two kids in it as a suspect.  
Officers Niemeier and Fenton contacted the woman and while talking to her the other 
two suspects exited the store.  The three were taken into custody and escorted to the 
Walmart security office.

Suspect Tammy Bryant, W/F 47, admitted to the thefts, saying they were on hard 
times.  Suspect Dennisha Ivy B/F 21 was clearly seen on Walmart security video 
stealing.  When first contacted by store security Ivy and the third woman began 
swearing, giving the finger and threatening to punch security officers in the face.  
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09/02/22   Stealing                                                                            Chesterfield PD

OUTCOME BRYANT:  On 03/06/23 Bryant pled guilty to stealing in Chesterfield Court 
and was fined $250. 

Dennisha Ivy

  

10/04/22   Speeding 41-44 over limit $150 fine                             St. Louis Co PD 
09/02/22   Stealing                                                                        Chesterfield PD
03/12/22   Speeding 16-19 over $116 fine, Unreg Veh $50 fine   No CO Police Coop
09/10/20   Expired Lic Plates                                                        Pine Lawn PD
03/10/20   Moving Vio reduced to Parking Vio $164 fine              St. Louis Co PD  
                 Expired License Plates $39 fine                                   

OUTCOME IVY:  On 12/27/22 Ivy and a defense attorney from St. Louis were in 
Chesterfield Court.  The Stealing charge was reduced by Chesterfield prosecutor Tim 
(Let’m Loose if they have an attorney) Englemeyer to a non-criminal Heath Code 
Violation with a $366 fine. 

 
Officer Dmmrich
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DRUGGED DRIVER REAR ENDS A PICKUP IN SLOW LANE ON I-64 AT NOON 
TIME
On Tuesday October 25, 2022 about 12:40 in the afternoon Chesterfield police officers 
received a dispatch to be on the lookout for a gray Ford pickup truck weaving from lane 
to lane on eastbound I-64.  Two minutes later officers were dispatched to a crash on I-
64 involving a gray Ford Pickp truck. The Ford had rearended  another pickup truck in 
the slow lane.  The vehicles left the highway and were in the parking lot of Ruth Chris 
Steak House

Chesterfield officer Ashley Safa was assigned the call with two other officers to assist.

The driver of the Ford truck, Kaleb Patrick Jarnagin, 32, appeared to be under the 
influence of drugs. This is from Officer Saffa’s report
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  Jarnagin failed field sobriety tests, often losing his balance and at time “nodding off.”  
He gave officers permission to search the truck prior to it being towed. 

Illegal narcotics were also found in the truck.  This is from the report:

Jarnagin denied using any drugs that day and prior to driving the truck. He agreed to 
give blood for a drug test.  He was taken to St. Luke’s Hospital for the blood draw. The 
blood sample was sent to the Highway Patrol’s lab.  Results showed Fentanyl in 
Jarnagin’s blood.
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Kaleb Jarnagin

10/25/22   DWI-D, Fail to Exercise Highest Degree of Caution,  Chesterfield PD
                 No Veh Ins. 
06/19/16   Stealing 180 days jail, 2-ct Fel Poss of Marij Probation Lake St. Louis PD
03/02/16   Felony Marijuana Possession  SES Probation            St. Louis City PD
03/21/16   Criminal Vio reduced to Littering $400 fine                 MO Hwy Patrol
09/05/13   Failure to Signal $126 fine                                          MO Hwy Paatrol
10/27/11   3-counts Burglary 120 days shock prison in lieu of      Jefferson Co SO
                 Seven years prison
04/11/10   Property Damage $200 fine                                         MO Hwy Patrol  
09/15/08   Moving Vio reduced to Lous Muffler  $100 fine           MO Hwy Patrol 

OUTCOME: On 08/08/23 Jarnagin appeared in Chesterfield Court with a local attorney.  
He pled guilty to DWI and was place on a 2-year SIS (no fine, no points and no 
permanent record) probation that required him to attend a substance abuse program.  
He also pled guilty to Careless and Impudent Driving with a $350 fine. 

DRUNK DRIVER REFUSED TO MOVE OVER AND ALMOSST HIT OFFICER ON A 
TRAFFIC STOP ON I-64. Friday night had just turned in Saturday morning September 
18, 2021.  Town & Country Police Sgt. Freddie Yaakub was responding to assist an 
officer on a traffic stop on Westbound I-64 near Mason Road.  
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As he approached he watched traffic drive to the left away from the flashing lights of the 
police car on the stop, with one exception,  A red Nissan Altima did not move over and 
weaved toward the shoulder almost hitting Officer Cook who was outside with the car he 
had stopped.

Sgt. Yaakub attempted to stop the Nissan that would not pull over until it exited I-64 at 
Timberlake Parkway and pulled up on a parking lot. 

 Sgt Yaakub

The driver, Sheriden M. Smith was clearly drunk with heavy BOB (booze on breath), 
slurred speech, bloodshot eyes and poor balance.  This is from the police report:

Smith immediately said, “I know, I know…I noticed it too late.”

Smith of Westboro Drive in Chesterfield said he was leaving his parents’ house in 
Webster Groves.  Smith refused to answer any question about how much he had to 
drink, refused to do field sobriety tests or take breath tests in the field or at the station.

He was arrested and taken to the police station where he was booked for DWI and Fail 
to Yield to an Emergency Vehicle.
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Smith                                                           Smith’s eyes

OUTCOME:  On June 22, 2023 Smith with a defense attorney came to the Town and 
Country Municipal Court. Smith Pled Guilty to DWI and was placed on a 2-year SIS (no-
points, no-fine, no permanent record) probation. The Failure to Yield to Emergency 
Vehicle was reduced from a traffic violation to Littering (something Smith did not do) and 
he was fined $316.  Another example of the Muni Court looking after the safety of police 
officers.  A drunk driver who almost hit a police officer and then refused to cooperate left 
court with no-points on his drivers’ license and no permanent record of committing any 
traffic violation. 

CREDIT CARDS STOLEN IN ST. PETERS AND USED IN TOWN & COUNTRY. On 
Tuesday February 2, 2021 just before 1pm, Town & Country Officer Gowen responded 
to the Police Station and contacted a woman who reported her credit cards were stolen 
at a fitness gym in St. Peters on January 29, 2021.  She continued that her Home Depot 
card had already been used for $1,035.74 at the Town & Country Home Depot when 
she called to cancel the card.  The card was in the name of her business Distinct Home 
Solutions.

Officer Gowen went to Home Depot and had the video of the card being used sent to 
the police station. The case was then turned over to Detective Katie Exline.
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 Det. Exline

Using the video of the transaction Det. Exline was able to identify one of the two people 
checking out at Home Depot as Nicole Marie Spurr, a person with a lengthy arrest 
record. 

Maryland Heights Police Detective Ryan Devouton contacted Det. Exline and stated 
from the video she supplied to a police website he was able to identify one of the 
suspects as Nicole Marie Spurr, 37.

 

On April 3, 2021 Spurr was arrested by the Maryland Heights PD and Det. Exile 
interviewed her at the Maryland Heights PD where she admitted stealing the credit 
cards but denied it was her using the Home Depot card two hours after the theft. 
However, she would later plead guilty to Fraudulent Use of the credit card on 11/30/22. 
She was sentenced to SES Probation in lieu of 4-years in prison.

    
Nicole Marie Spurr

01/10/23   Felony Drug Possession  FTA Warrant             St. Louis City PD
02/04/21   3-counts Felony Stealing FTA Warrant             St. Peters PD
01/29/21   Felony Fraudulent Use of Credit Card              Town & Country PD
07/24/20   Stealing  FTA Warrant                                       St. Charles City PD
06/10/20   Felony Stealing  SES Probation                        Maryland Heights PD
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08/06/18   Felony Drug Possession  4-yr SES Probation  St. Louis Co PD
03/12/18  Driving While Revoked, Def Equip,  No Veh Ins Maryland Heights PD
09/19/17   Receiving Stolen Property 4-yr SES Probation Maryland Heights PD 
06/13/15   Driving While Revoked, Unreg Veh                   Maryland Heights PD
06/04/15   Moving Vio reduced to Parking Vio $270 fine   Charlack PD
04/14/15   Driving While Revoked, Expired Lic Plates       NO Co Police Co-op
11/19/14   Fel Rec Stolen Prop  Probation revoked           St. Charles Co SO
                 120 days shock prison in lieu of 7-yrs prison
11/12/14   Fraudulent Use of Credit Card  FTA Warrant     St. Ann PD
11/22/13   Moving Vio reduced to Parking Vio $196 fine    St. Ann PD
09/24/13   Fel Fraudulent Use of Credit Card SES Prob    Chesterfield PD
11/28/11   Operate Veh With Excessively Tinted Windows MO Hwy Patrol
10/29/01   Speeding 11-15 over  1-day jail                          MO Hwy Patrol
03/17/17   Felony Stealing  120 days jail                            O’Fallon MO PD

OVER TWICE THE LEGAL LIMIT FOR MARYLAND HEIGHTS WOMAN:  It was 
Friday night into Saturday July 9, 2022at 3:26am.  Town and Country Police Cpl. Steve 
Doll was north on I-270 when he noticed a white Honda Pilot in front him speeding 
doing between 70-75 mph.  He also noticed the vehicle was continually weaving 
between lanes. He attempted to pull over the driver just north of I-64, but she didn’t stop 
until I-270 at Olive at the north city limits of Creve Couer.

Cpl. Doll contacted the driver Cheryl Denise Steele, 36,of Maryland Heights. Steele 
stated that she was speeding because her boyfriend in the right front seat needed to go 
to the bathroom.  This caused Cpl. Doll to ask what that had to due with her weaving.  
She could not provide an answer.

Cpl. Doll noticed that Steele had BOB (booze on breath) and other clues that she was 
drunk.

 Cpl. Steve Doll

This is from Cpl. Doll’s report:
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Steele agreed to take Field Sobriety Tests which she failed.  A field breath test showed 
her BAC level to be .177% BAC.

Steele was arrested for DWI and Improper Lane Use.  At the police station she agreed 
to take an Official Breath Test given 90 minutes after the field test.  That test showed her 
BAC level going down, but still high at .153%.  She refused to be interviewed.

Steele was issued citations for DWI and Lane Weaving. She was released to a sober 
person.

 
Cheryl D. Steele                                     Steele’s eyes
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OUTCOME:  Steele had no prior arrests or traffic summonses.  On March 2, 2023 
Steele came to Town and Country Court with a lawyer from Clayton.  She pled guilty to 
DWI and was placed on a SIS (no points, no-fine, no-permanent record)2-year 
probation term.  The lane weaving charge was reduced to something she didn’t do, 
illegally park. She was fined $191 and walked out of the court room with no points on 
her driving record despite being double the alcohol legal limit. Town and Country justice 
for drunk drivers double the limit.

 
SPEEDING, LANE WEAVING CAR IS STOPPED ON HWY 141 AND ST. LUKE’S 
HOSPITAL.  AT 9:21 at night the clearly drunk driver stated he was a medical 
equipment sales rep and was picking up a tray to St. Joseph’s Hospital.  That would 
later change to St. Mary’s. 

Originally Town and Country Officer Josh Hamel while westbound on I-64 clocked a 
black Chevy Malibu doing 89 mph in a 60 zone and weaving from lane to lane at 
9:21pm on Saturday February 18, 2023. The driver exited I-64 and went north on Hwy 
141.

The driver, Trystan Steves, 25, produced an Illinois Drivers’ License showing a home 
address in Tuscola, Illinois in the center of Illinois in Douglas County.  In the passenger 
seat was a female.  Stevens was wearing a green wrist band from “Molly’s” pub.  There 
was a partially filled Vodka bottle on the rear floor.

He took field sobriety tests that he failed. He denied having anything to drink.  He 
continued to deny having anything to drink after his arrest.  He refused to take a breath 
test, which would of course prove he had nothing to drink.  By refusing he basically 
proved he was lying. 

This is from the police report:
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Trystan Stevens                                 Stevens’ eyes    Does this guy look drunk to you? 
    
02/18/23   DWI, Speeding, Improper Lane Use                          Town & County PD
12/12/22   Moving Vio reduced to Parking Vio $166 fine            MO Hwy Patrol 
09/13/22   Moving Vio reduced to Parking Vio $280 fine            St. Louis Co PD
07/26/21   Speeding 21-25 over limit   $160 fine                        Roxana IL PD           
06/27/20   Moving Vio reduced to Defective Brakes $137 fine   Camden Co SO
05/24/16   Speeding  15-20 over limit  $120 fine                        Illinois State Police
04/02/16   Moving Vio reduced to Parking Vio $150 fine           St. Charles Co PD
02/14/15   Moving Vio reduced to Parking Vio $281 fine           St. Ann PD 

OUTCOME:  Despite five prior moving violations reduced to non-moving violations with 
no points the Town and Country Court was not about to actually do something about a 
dangerous driver and public safety.  On 10/27/23 Stevens showed up in Town and 
Country Court with defense attorney Travis Noble who advertises wo he will get you off 
DWI.

Clearly city prosecutor Keith Cheung and Judge Andrea Niehoff are afraid of Noble or 
simply hold defense attorneys getting their client off by paying large fines for non-
moving violation more important than convicting defendants of dangerous offenses they 
actually committed.
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Keith Cheung      Andrea Niehoff 

Stevens pled guilty to DWI despite lying and claiming he had nothing to drink and then 
refusing to take breath tests. He was placed on a SIS (no-point, no-fine, no permanent 
record) probation.  Next Cheung reduced the speeding charge to a no-points Parking 
Violation with a $191 fine.  The weaving charge was also magically turned into a 
Parking Violation with a $191 fine.  Stevens walk out of court with no points on his 
record.

   
NO TAILLIGHTS AT 3 IN THE MORNING LEADS TO DWI ARREST:  Taylor Stewart’s 
Nissan SUV turned her in for DWI. At 3:17 in the morning on Saturday morning June 11, 
2022, Town and Country Police Cpl. Dan Duddleston was pulling over a 2019 Nissan 
SUV as it was leaving Ballas to go east on I-64 for No Taillights.

The vehicle stopped on I-64 and Cpl. Duddleston contacted the driver Taylor Elizabeth 
Stewart, 22 of St. Louis, who clearly had been drinking and appeared to be drunk.   
Stewart denied having anything to drink despite having BOB (booze on breath), 
bloodshot eyes, slurred speech, no balance and having urinated on herself.    This is 
from the police report:

  When told by Cpl. Duddleston she did not have any lit taillights she asked how she 
could “turn them on.”
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She took field sobriety tests that she failed.  She took a field breath test that despite her 
claim of not having anything to drink it showed her BAC level to be .161% or double the 
legal level.

Stewart was arrested for DWI.  At the police station she agreed to take an official breath 
test.  That one showed her BAC level going down, but she was still very drunk with 
a .158 BAC level.

She agreed to be interviewed and confessed lying about not drinking.  She said she 
was in Soulard at Molly’s and then at McGurk’s and had “three drinks.”  She also stated 
that she knew she was intoxicated.  She was issued citation for DWI and the Taillight 
violation.

 
Taylor Stewart                                                 Stewart’s eyes
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OUTCOME:  Stewart had no other citations or arrest prior to or since June 11, 2022. On 
October 11, 2022 she and a defense attorney appeared in Town and Country Court.  
The taillights citation was dropped. She pled guilty to DWI and received a 2-year SIS(no 
fine, no-points, no permanent record) probation term.  

91MPH ON 1-270 WHILE DRUNK AND APPROACHING A MARK POLICE CAR 
NEVER A GOOD IDEA
At the beginning of Sunday at 12:15am on December 11, 2022 Rory Stone, 40, of 
Warson Woods was screaming south on I-270 at 91 mph in a 60 zone in his new Audi 
unaware that he was approaching a marked police car. 

In the police car was Sgt. Freddie Yaakub who was well aware that a vehicle at high 
speed was about to pass him.  He turned on the rear moving radar and clocked the car 
at 91 MPH.  When Stone realized he was passing a marked police car he dramatically 
slowed down but it was too late.

Sgt. Yaakub for safety reasons spoke to Stone through the passenger window and 
could smell a heavy dose of BOB (booze on breath) from Stone.  He asked Stone how 
much he had to drink and Stone denied having anything to drink. Sgt. Yaakub then told 
Stone he could easily prove that by taking a field breath test.  Stone refused. Stone then 
said he was coming from his parents’ house in Clayton 

Sgt. Yaakub got Stone out of the car to do vision tests, such as following his finger. 
Stone said he could not do the test as his vision becomes distorted in the presence of 
bright lights, which begs the question “what is he doing driving a car at night?”

Stone was arrested for DWI and Speeding. At the police station Stone refused to take 
an “official” breath test of be interviewed.

 Rory Stone

12/11/22   DWI, Speeding 91 in a 60 zone                                   Town & Country PD
08/26/20   Moving Vio reduced to Parking Vio   $114 fine            University City PD  
10/01/19   Non-Moving Violation  $100 fine                                 Clayton PD  
04/11/08   Moving Vio reduced to Loud Muffler  $95 fine             MO Hwy Patrol
01/12/00   Wrong Way on One Way Street                                  East Louis IL PD
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Rory Stone                                        Stone’s eyes

OUTCOME:  Prior to these cases Stone already got moving violations reduced to 
parking or loud muffler violations with no-points and a dangerous driver’s insurance 
rates stay low.  In this case once again the Town and Country prosecutor and judge put 
public safety last and defense lawyers’ bills first. 

On August 3, 2023 Stone and a defense lawyer were in T&C Court.  Stone pled guilty to 
DWI and received a 2-year SIS (no-points, no-fine, no-permanent record) Probation 
term.  His 91 MPH in a 60 Zone was reduced to a $191 Parking Violation. How is this 
fair to the public in general and how is it fair to people who mail in the fine for a 
speeding ticket, for someone doing 91 mph to get off with no points? 

In the Stone case a Drunk Driver doing 91 mph who refused to take breath tests or field 
sobriety tests and who made a claim indicating he should not be driving at night walked 
out of the courtroom with no-points
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DRUNK 57-YEAR-OLD FROM MINNESOTA CRASHES HIS RENTAL CAR ON I-64 TRYING TO GET BACK TO HIS HOTEL.  Adam Johnson 57, from Belle Plaine, MN (south of Minneapolis) was in St. Louis on Thursday January 27, 2022 staying at a hotel in the Chesterfield Valley and driving a 2021 Ford Explorer rented from Hertz at the St. Louis Airport.



He had been drinking with friends in O’Fallon, MO leaving to return to his hotel around midnight. He was missing his exit and swerved trying to exit at Boone’s Crossing, but drove off the road instead, hitting a MoDot sign.



Chesterfield Officers Shelby Trivette, Ashley Saffa and Kyle Tyndell were dispatched to the wreck and further advised a motorist had been reported by a number of callers driving a similar vehicle weaving just prior to the crash.
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On arrival the driver, Johnson, was standing outside the vehicle.  The Ford SUV was undrivable due to damage.  It quickly became clear the Johnson was drunk.  When asked when he stopped drinking, he said 30 minutes earlier or slightly before midnight.  He would later change that to 10 o’clock or 2+ hours before the crash.  This is from Officer Trivette’s DWI report.
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Johnson’s balance was so poor that no field sobriety tests were given.  He was arrested and the Hertz Ford was towed away. 

At the scene he said he had four or five drinks.  At the police station he claimed it was three Crown Royals.  He agreed to take a Breath Test that showed his statement about how much he had to drink was more accurate at the crash scene as his BAC level was .214%.
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After blowing a .214% BAC, in his interview he stated he did not consider himself intoxicated. He also thought the time was 10:30pm.  It was 2am.
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OUTCOME:  On September 19, 2022 Johnson appeared in Chesterfield Court with a defense attorney from St. Charles.  He pled guilty to DWI and was given a 2-year SIS (no fine, no points, no permanent record) probation term.  He also pled guilty to Careless Driving regarding the crash and was fined $366. 



ST. CHARLES MAN ARRESTED FOR STEALING $380 OF PLAYING CARDS AND $17 WORTH OF MENS’ SHORTS PLUS A DESK LAMP:  Playing cards are apparently a big item for thieves shoplifting in stores.  On Friday August 12, 2022 at 3:55pm Chesterfield Police Officer Jason Bromwich of the Special Enforcement received a cell call from Walmart security that a shoplifting suspect was currently placing items in a box.  The items included
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The suspect went to the self-checkout and paid for two boxes of lamps.  The third had the stolen cards, the shorts and a lamp.  Officer Bromwich was waiting for him out the store and arrested Cameron D. Jackson 26 of St. Charles.
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08/15/22  Stealing  Chesterfield PD

12/23/19  Moving Vio reduced to Parking Vio $163 fine  MO Hwy Patrol

07/30/16  Speeding 11-15 over limit  $166 fine  St. Ann PD



OUTCOME:  On April 4, 2023 Jackson Pled Guilty to stealing and was placed on a 2-year SIS (no fine, no-permanent record) probation term.



 

DRUNK DRIVER 3X OVER THE LIMIT THOUGHT SHE WAS IN ARNOLD AND CLAIMED TO HAVE LEFT CAPE GIRARDEAU.  On Saturday August 27, 2022 at 8:12pm Chesterfield Police officer Sgt. John Bodi was at the stop light South Outer Forty and Timberlake Parkway.  When his light turned green he saw the Honda Civic on Timberlake that wasn’t going to stop for the red light.  The driver of the Civic ended up stopping in the middle of the intersection.  Officer Bodi Pulled behind the Civic and called for an assist car.  Officer Greg Rupp responded and got stuck with the arrest and report.
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Sgt. Bodi  Officer Rupp



When officers approached the car in the middle of the intersection the driver, Leslie Ann Job appeared to be asleep with her head down on her chest. After Sgt. Bodi knocked on the passenger window, Job lowered it and Sgt. Bodi reached in turning the engine off and taking the keys. 



Job, from rural Scott City, stated that he had been with friends in Arnold and was going to her brothers in Wentzville inferring that his house was close by. Job claimed earlier that she had just left Cape Girardeau in far southern Missouri and now claimed she just left Arnold and thought she was still in Arnold.  



Officer Rupp had Job get out of her car and walked to the shoulder.  She almost fell twice having to balance herself against the car.  Once officers got her safely to the shoulder, Sgt. Bodi drove her Civic out of the intersection to the shoulder. An open bottle of Captain Morgan’s Rum was found on the floor of the car by Sgt. Bodi.



Job was so intoxicated that officers stopped giving her field sobriety tests after she failed to understand the instructions and continued to lose her balance.  She was arrested for DWI, Disobeying a Red Light and Open Bottle of Alcohol.  



This is from Officer Rupp’s report:
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At the police station Job agreed to take a breath test.  An hour after being arrest Job took the breath test that revealed her blood alcohol level was more than 3-times the legal limit at .267% BAC.
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Leslie Ann Job  Job’s eyes



OUTCOME:  Job had no prior arrests or citations.  She appeared in Chesterfield Court on February 7, 2023 with an attorney and pled guilty to DWI and the Open Container. 

 She was placed on a 2-year SIS (no points, no fine, no permanent record) probation. She was fined $191 for running the red light. 





TRIO FROM ST. LOUIS COME TO CHESTERFILED WALMART TO STEAL, BUT GOT CAUGHT:  On Friday September 22, 2022 Wal Mart Security saw three females enter the store and then watched on video while two stole $48.89 worth of household cooking goods and $54.57 worth of food. 



Officer James Dammrich, Officer Fenton and Officer Matthew Niemeier arrived to have a security officer point out a woman pushing a cart with two kids in it as a suspect.  Officers Niemeier and Fenton contacted the woman and while talking to her the other two suspects exited the store.  The three were taken into custody and escorted to the Walmart security office.



Suspect Tammy Bryant, W/F 47, admitted to the thefts, saying they were on hard times.  Suspect Dennisha Ivy B/F 21 was clearly seen on Walmart security video stealing.  When first contacted by store security Ivy and the third woman began swearing, giving the finger and threatening to punch security officers in the face.  
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09/02/22  Stealing  Chesterfield PD





OUTCOME BRYANT:  On 03/06/23 Bryant pled guilty to stealing in Chesterfield Court and was fined $250. 



Dennisha Ivy
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10/04/22  Speeding 41-44 over limit $150 fine  St. Louis Co PD 

09/02/22  Stealing  Chesterfield PD

03/12/22  Speeding 16-19 over $116 fine, Unreg Veh $50 fine  No CO Police Coop

09/10/20  Expired Lic Plates  Pine Lawn PD

03/10/20  Moving Vio reduced to Parking Vio $164 fine  St. Louis Co PD  

 Expired License Plates $39 fine  



OUTCOME IVY:  On 12/27/22 Ivy and a defense attorney from St. Louis were in Chesterfield Court.  The Stealing charge was reduced by Chesterfield prosecutor Tim (Let’m Loose if they have an attorney) Englemeyer to a non-criminal Heath Code Violation with a $366 fine. 
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Officer Dmmrich



DRUGGED DRIVER REAR ENDS A PICKUP IN SLOW LANE ON I-64 AT NOON TIME

On Tuesday October 25, 2022 about 12:40 in the afternoon Chesterfield police officers received a dispatch to be on the lookout for a gray Ford pickup truck weaving from lane to lane on eastbound I-64.  Two minutes later officers were dispatched to a crash on I-64 involving a gray Ford Pickp truck. The Ford had rearended  another pickup truck in the slow lane.  The vehicles left the highway and were in the parking lot of Ruth Chris Steak House





Chesterfield officer Ashley Safa was assigned the call with two other officers to assist.
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The driver of the Ford truck, Kaleb Patrick Jarnagin, 32, appeared to be under the influence of drugs. This is from Officer Saffa’s report
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 Jarnagin failed field sobriety tests, often losing his balance and at time “nodding off.”  He gave officers permission to search the truck prior to it being towed. 



Illegal narcotics were also found in the truck.  This is from the report:
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Jarnagin denied using any drugs that day and prior to driving the truck. He agreed to give blood for a drug test.  He was taken to St. Luke’s Hospital for the blood draw. The blood sample was sent to the Highway Patrol’s lab.  Results showed Fentanyl in Jarnagin’s blood.
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Kaleb Jarnagin



10/25/22  DWI-D, Fail to Exercise Highest Degree of Caution,  Chesterfield PD

 No Veh Ins. 

06/19/16  Stealing 180 days jail, 2-ct Fel Poss of Marij Probation Lake St. Louis PD

03/02/16  Felony Marijuana Possession  SES Probation  St. Louis City PD

03/21/16  Criminal Vio reduced to Littering $400 fine  MO Hwy Patrol

09/05/13  Failure to Signal $126 fine  MO Hwy Paatrol

10/27/11  3-counts Burglary 120 days shock prison in lieu of  Jefferson Co SO

 Seven years prison

04/11/10  Property Damage $200 fine  MO Hwy Patrol  

09/15/08  Moving Vio reduced to Lous Muffler  $100 fine  MO Hwy Patrol 



OUTCOME: On 08/08/23 Jarnagin appeared in Chesterfield Court with a local attorney.  He pled guilty to DWI and was place on a 2-year SIS (no fine, no points and no permanent record) probation that required him to attend a substance abuse program.  He also pled guilty to Careless and Impudent Driving with a $350 fine. 



DRUNK DRIVER REFUSED TO MOVE OVER AND ALMOSST HIT OFFICER ON A TRAFFIC STOP ON I-64. Friday night had just turned in Saturday morning September 18, 2021.  Town & Country Police Sgt. Freddie Yaakub was responding to assist an officer on a traffic stop on Westbound I-64 near Mason Road.  

As he approached he watched traffic drive to the left away from the flashing lights of the police car on the stop, with one exception,  A red Nissan Altima did not move over and weaved toward the shoulder almost hitting Officer Cook who was outside with the car he had stopped.



Sgt. Yaakub attempted to stop the Nissan that would not pull over until it exited I-64 at Timberlake Parkway and pulled up on a parking lot. 
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The driver, Sheriden M. Smith was clearly drunk with heavy BOB (booze on breath), slurred speech, bloodshot eyes and poor balance.  This is from the police report:
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Smith immediately said, “I know, I know…I noticed it too late.”



Smith of Westboro Drive in Chesterfield said he was leaving his parents’ house in Webster Groves.  Smith refused to answer any question about how much he had to drink, refused to do field sobriety tests or take breath tests in the field or at the station.



He was arrested and taken to the police station where he was booked for DWI and Fail to Yield to an Emergency Vehicle.
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Smith  Smith’s eyes



OUTCOME:  On June 22, 2023 Smith with a defense attorney came to the Town and Country Municipal Court. Smith Pled Guilty to DWI and was placed on a 2-year SIS (no-points, no-fine, no permanent record) probation. The Failure to Yield to Emergency Vehicle was reduced from a traffic violation to Littering (something Smith did not do) and he was fined $316.  Another example of the Muni Court looking after the safety of police officers.  A drunk driver who almost hit a police officer and then refused to cooperate left court with no-points on his drivers’ license and no permanent record of committing any traffic violation. 



CREDIT CARDS STOLEN IN ST. PETERS AND USED IN TOWN & COUNTRY. On Tuesday February 2, 2021 just before 1pm, Town & Country Officer Gowen responded to the Police Station and contacted a woman who reported her credit cards were stolen at a fitness gym in St. Peters on January 29, 2021.  She continued that her Home Depot card had already been used for $1,035.74 at the Town & Country Home Depot when she called to cancel the card.  The card was in the name of her business Distinct Home Solutions.



Officer Gowen went to Home Depot and had the video of the card being used sent to the police station. The case was then turned over to Detective Katie Exline.
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Using the video of the transaction Det. Exline was able to identify one of the two people checking out at Home Depot as Nicole Marie Spurr, a person with a lengthy arrest record. 



Maryland Heights Police Detective Ryan Devouton contacted Det. Exline and stated from the video she supplied to a police website he was able to identify one of the suspects as Nicole Marie Spurr, 37.
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On April 3, 2021 Spurr was arrested by the Maryland Heights PD and Det. Exile interviewed her at the Maryland Heights PD where she admitted stealing the credit cards but denied it was her using the Home Depot card two hours after the theft. However, she would later plead guilty to Fraudulent Use of the credit card on 11/30/22. She was sentenced to SES Probation in lieu of 4-years in prison.
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Nicole Marie Spurr



01/10/23  Felony Drug Possession  FTA Warrant  St. Louis City PD

02/04/21  3-counts Felony Stealing FTA Warrant  St. Peters PD

01/29/21  Felony Fraudulent Use of Credit Card  Town & Country PD

07/24/20  Stealing  FTA Warrant  St. Charles City PD

06/10/20  Felony Stealing  SES Probation  Maryland Heights PD

08/06/18  Felony Drug Possession  4-yr SES Probation  St. Louis Co PD

03/12/18  Driving While Revoked, Def Equip,  No Veh Ins Maryland Heights PD

09/19/17  Receiving Stolen Property 4-yr SES Probation Maryland Heights PD 

06/13/15  Driving While Revoked, Unreg Veh  Maryland Heights PD

06/04/15  Moving Vio reduced to Parking Vio $270 fine  Charlack PD

04/14/15  Driving While Revoked, Expired Lic Plates  NO Co Police Co-op

11/19/14  Fel Rec Stolen Prop  Probation revoked  St. Charles Co SO

 120 days shock prison in lieu of 7-yrs prison

11/12/14  Fraudulent Use of Credit Card  FTA Warrant  St. Ann PD

11/22/13  Moving Vio reduced to Parking Vio $196 fine  St. Ann PD

09/24/13  Fel Fraudulent Use of Credit Card SES Prob  Chesterfield PD

11/28/11  Operate Veh With Excessively Tinted Windows MO Hwy Patrol

10/29/01  Speeding 11-15 over  1-day jail  MO Hwy Patrol

03/17/17  Felony Stealing  120 days jail  O’Fallon MO PD



OVER TWICE THE LEGAL LIMIT FOR MARYLAND HEIGHTS WOMAN:  It was Friday night into Saturday July 9, 2022at 3:26am.  Town and Country Police Cpl. Steve Doll was north on I-270 when he noticed a white Honda Pilot in front him speeding doing between 70-75 mph.  He also noticed the vehicle was continually weaving between lanes. He attempted to pull over the driver just north of I-64, but she didn’t stop until I-270 at Olive at the north city limits of Creve Couer.



Cpl. Doll contacted the driver Cheryl Denise Steele, 36,of Maryland Heights. Steele stated that she was speeding because her boyfriend in the right front seat needed to go to the bathroom.  This caused Cpl. Doll to ask what that had to due with her weaving.  She could not provide an answer.



Cpl. Doll noticed that Steele had BOB (booze on breath) and other clues that she was drunk.
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This is from Cpl. Doll’s report:
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Steele agreed to take Field Sobriety Tests which she failed.  A field breath test showed her BAC level to be .177% BAC.
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Steele was arrested for DWI and Improper Lane Use.  At the police station she agreed to take an Official Breath Test given 90 minutes after the field test.  That test showed her BAC level going down, but still high at .153%.  She refused to be interviewed.
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Steele was issued citations for DWI and Lane Weaving. She was released to a sober person.
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Cheryl D. Steele  Steele’s eyes



OUTCOME:  Steele had no prior arrests or traffic summonses.  On March 2, 2023 Steele came to Town and Country Court with a lawyer from Clayton.  She pled guilty to DWI and was placed on a SIS (no points, no-fine, no-permanent record)2-year probation term.  The lane weaving charge was reduced to something she didn’t do, illegally park. She was fined $191 and walked out of the court room with no points on her driving record despite being double the alcohol legal limit. Town and Country justice for drunk drivers double the limit.



 

SPEEDING, LANE WEAVING CAR IS STOPPED ON HWY 141 AND ST. LUKE’S HOSPITAL.  AT 9:21 at night the clearly drunk driver stated he was a medical equipment sales rep and was picking up a tray to St. Joseph’s Hospital.  That would later change to St. Mary’s. 



Originally Town and Country Officer Josh Hamel while westbound on I-64 clocked a black Chevy Malibu doing 89 mph in a 60 zone and weaving from lane to lane at 9:21pm on Saturday February 18, 2023. The driver exited I-64 and went north on Hwy 141.



The driver, Trystan Steves, 25, produced an Illinois Drivers’ License showing a home address in Tuscola, Illinois in the center of Illinois in Douglas County.  In the passenger seat was a female.  Stevens was wearing a green wrist band from “Molly’s” pub.  There was a partially filled Vodka bottle on the rear floor.



He took field sobriety tests that he failed. He denied having anything to drink.  He continued to deny having anything to drink after his arrest.  He refused to take a breath test, which would of course prove he had nothing to drink.  By refusing he basically proved he was lying. 



This is from the police report:
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A person with a serious face
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Trystan Stevens  Stevens’ eyes  Does this guy look drunk to you? 

 

02/18/23  DWI, Speeding, Improper Lane Use  Town & County PD

12/12/22  Moving Vio reduced to Parking Vio $166 fine  MO Hwy Patrol 

09/13/22  Moving Vio reduced to Parking Vio $280 fine  St. Louis Co PD

07/26/21  Speeding 21-25 over limit  $160 fine  Roxana IL PD  

06/27/20  Moving Vio reduced to Defective Brakes $137 fine  Camden Co SO

05/24/16  Speeding  15-20 over limit  $120 fine  Illinois State Police

04/02/16  Moving Vio reduced to Parking Vio $150 fine  St. Charles Co PD

02/14/15  Moving Vio reduced to Parking Vio $281 fine  St. Ann PD 



OUTCOME:  Despite five prior moving violations reduced to non-moving violations with no points the Town and Country Court was not about to actually do something about a dangerous driver and public safety.  On 10/27/23 Stevens showed up in Town and Country Court with defense attorney Travis Noble who advertises wo he will get you off DWI.



Clearly city prosecutor Keith Cheung and Judge Andrea Niehoff are afraid of Noble or simply hold defense attorneys getting their client off by paying large fines for non-moving violation more important than convicting defendants of dangerous offenses they actually committed.
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Keith Cheung  Andrea Niehoff 



Stevens pled guilty to DWI despite lying and claiming he had nothing to drink and then refusing to take breath tests. He was placed on a SIS (no-point, no-fine, no permanent record) probation.  Next Cheung reduced the speeding charge to a no-points Parking Violation with a $191 fine.  The weaving charge was also magically turned into a Parking Violation with a $191 fine.  Stevens walk out of court with no points on his record.



 

NO TAILLIGHTS AT 3 IN THE MORNING LEADS TO DWI ARREST:  Taylor Stewart’s Nissan SUV turned her in for DWI. At 3:17 in the morning on Saturday morning June 11, 2022, Town and Country Police Cpl. Dan Duddleston was pulling over a 2019 Nissan SUV as it was leaving Ballas to go east on I-64 for No Taillights.



The vehicle stopped on I-64 and Cpl. Duddleston contacted the driver Taylor Elizabeth Stewart, 22 of St. Louis, who clearly had been drinking and appeared to be drunk.  Stewart denied having anything to drink despite having BOB (booze on breath), bloodshot eyes, slurred speech, no balance and having urinated on herself.  This is from the police report:
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 When told by Cpl. Duddleston she did not have any lit taillights she asked how she could “turn them on.”



She took field sobriety tests that she failed.  She took a field breath test that despite her claim of not having anything to drink it showed her BAC level to be .161% or double the legal level.
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Stewart was arrested for DWI.  At the police station she agreed to take an official breath test.  That one showed her BAC level going down, but she was still very drunk with a .158 BAC level.



She agreed to be interviewed and confessed lying about not drinking.  She said she was in Soulard at Molly’s and then at McGurk’s and had “three drinks.”  She also stated that she knew she was intoxicated.  She was issued citation for DWI and the Taillight violation.
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Taylor Stewart  Stewart’s eyes









OUTCOME:  Stewart had no other citations or arrest prior to or since June 11, 2022. On October 11, 2022 she and a defense attorney appeared in Town and Country Court.  The taillights citation was dropped. She pled guilty to DWI and received a 2-year SIS(no fine, no-points, no permanent record) probation term.  





91MPH ON 1-270 WHILE DRUNK AND APPROACHING A MARK POLICE CAR NEVER A GOOD IDEA

At the beginning of Sunday at 12:15am on December 11, 2022 Rory Stone, 40, of Warson Woods was screaming south on I-270 at 91 mph in a 60 zone in his new Audi unaware that he was approaching a marked police car. 



In the police car was Sgt. Freddie Yaakub who was well aware that a vehicle at high speed was about to pass him.  He turned on the rear moving radar and clocked the car at 91 MPH.  When Stone realized he was passing a marked police car he dramatically slowed down but it was too late.



Sgt. Yaakub for safety reasons spoke to Stone through the passenger window and could smell a heavy dose of BOB (booze on breath) from Stone.  He asked Stone how much he had to drink and Stone denied having anything to drink. Sgt. Yaakub then told Stone he could easily prove that by taking a field breath test.  Stone refused. Stone then said he was coming from his parents’ house in Clayton 



Sgt. Yaakub got Stone out of the car to do vision tests, such as following his finger. Stone said he could not do the test as his vision becomes distorted in the presence of bright lights, which begs the question “what is he doing driving a car at night?”



Stone was arrested for DWI and Speeding. At the police station Stone refused to take an “official” breath test of be interviewed.



 Rory Stone



12/11/22  DWI, Speeding 91 in a 60 zone  Town & Country PD

08/26/20  Moving Vio reduced to Parking Vio  $114 fine  University City PD  

10/01/19  Non-Moving Violation  $100 fine  Clayton PD  

04/11/08  Moving Vio reduced to Loud Muffler  $95 fine  MO Hwy Patrol

01/12/00  Wrong Way on One Way Street  East Louis IL PD
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Rory Stone  Stone’s eyes



OUTCOME:  Prior to these cases Stone already got moving violations reduced to parking or loud muffler violations with no-points and a dangerous driver’s insurance rates stay low.  In this case once again the Town and Country prosecutor and judge put public safety last and defense lawyers’ bills first. 



On August 3, 2023 Stone and a defense lawyer were in T&C Court.  Stone pled guilty to DWI and received a 2-year SIS (no-points, no-fine, no-permanent record) Probation term.  His 91 MPH in a 60 Zone was reduced to a $191 Parking Violation. How is this fair to the public in general and how is it fair to people who mail in the fine for a speeding ticket, for someone doing 91 mph to get off with no points? 



In the Stone case a Drunk Driver doing 91 mph who refused to take breath tests or field sobriety tests and who made a claim indicating he should not be driving at night walked out of the courtroom with no-points









 



 

